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Results of Samuels and Wendel for the simple random walk with drift on the integers which 
assert independence of interarrivsrl times at the sets {a - r, a + r), r = 1,2, . . . , k and the arrival 
position in the set (a - k, a + k}, where a is the starting point, are reobtained by treating the walk as 
a Markov chain, and considering related chains conditional on absorption at a specified barrier. 
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1. 
Suppose {S”}, n2 0, is a random walk on the integers, with independent s eps each 
of magnitude +l (with probability p), or -1 (with probability 9 = 1 -p), 0 c p < 1. A 
little time ago, Samuels [3] obtained the somewhat counterintuitive result that if 
So = u (>O), and 0 and 21x are absorbing barriers (as in the gambler’s ruin), then, even 
when p # 9, the time to absorption is distributed independently of the barrier at 
which absorption occurs. Samuels’ motivation was a note by Stern [4], obtaining the 
result that expected time to absorption is independent of the absorbing barrier. Since 
then, the result has been obtained for Brownian motion with drift, in 1 dimension by 
Stern [S], and in d dimensions by Kent [2]. Wendel[6], following on from Kent, 
extends the result to concentric spheres about the origin; he also gives the analogous 
result for {&}, which reads 
Theorem 1 (Wendel 16)). Let So = a and T, be the j’irst hitting time for the set 
(a -r, a + r). Then for any k the interarrival times ri = Tj - Tj-1, j = 1,2,. . . , k, and 
the position STk are mutually independently distributed. 
Jn both Stern’s papers the approach is the explicit c;alculation of the quantities 
involved conditional on absorption occurring at each of the two absorbing barriers, 
and the consequent equality of these quantities. Samuels adopts an alternative, and 
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elegantly brief, approach. Wendel, following a method suggested by Kent, succinctly 
reduces the case with drift to the drift-free case (p = 4 for the random walk), for which 
the result follows by spherical symmetry. 
In this note we shaI1 reobtain, and generalize a little, the results of Samuels and 
?Jendel for (&). The app roach is not as simple as that of Samuels, being closer to that 
df Stern, though without explicit calculations; and is a little more difficult concep- 
tually in that it regards {Sn} as a Nfarkov chain. However, it does give another slant on 
the structure of the problem. It will be seen that it owes much to a paper of Breny [ I]3 
&&i& , insofar as it treats as an example the random walk in its Section 4 and makes 
an appropriate observation, could well be regarded as a forerunner of all the work 
cited above. 
If {Xn j, n 2 0, is a Markov chain on the states (0, 1,2, . . . , s} with transition matrix 
P = {pii)&, in which states 0 and s are both absorbing (pm = pss = 11, while each of 
the states in I = {1,2, . . . , s - 1) ha; ultimate access (with positive probability) to 
both absorbing states, denote by x,(k), k = 0, s, the probability of ultimate absorp- 
tion in k from i E I, It is often accepted, and actually demonstrated by Breny [I], that 
the process (xn} conditional on ultimate absorption at k, is also a Markov chain 
{gn(k)}, with state space (k) ul, where k is absorbing, and the transition matrix 
p(k) = {j&(k)} is otherwise given by 
@ii(k) = piixi(k)lxi(k), i, j E 1 
with the entries c&k), ,I E I deieranG&ied by stochasticity. In the situation where {Xn) 
is the randon? bvalk (Sn) with absorbing barriers at 0 and s, then, for example, as is 
well known from the gambler’s ruin 
and therefore, for example, 
b&i-l(S) =q(l -(q/p)‘-‘)/(l -(q/p)‘)‘p(l -(p/q)“‘i/(l w(P/4)i) 
(which, curiously, is increasing in i). Thus the matrix &s) is invariant under 
interchange of p and y, as noticed by Breny [I]. Now, insofar as i E I relates to the 
absorbing state s, just as the state s - i relates to the absorbing state 0, apart from an 
interchange ofp with q, it follows that the Markov chains {X&(s)} and {*T(s)}, where 
2: (s) = s -&(O), have the same transition matrix p(s) (this may be verified by 
calculation of P(0)). One consequence for the original M.C. is that, conditional on 
absorption in s, the distribution of time to absorption from i E I for {&} is the same as 
the distribution of time to absorption from (s - i) conditional on absorption in 0. 
Hence if s = 2a, say, and we take as initial state i = Q the distribution of time to 
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absorption conditional on absorption into k (k = 0, s) is independent of k, which is 
Samuels result. 
Clearly, in general any initial distribution of probability over I symmetric about 5s 
will give the same result, which will moreover hold for the distribution not only of 
time to absorption but of any functional of {Sn) of the form for example 
z 4naA 
n=Q (1) 
where 4,J l )are scalar functions on (0, 1,2, . . . , s] with 
4?lG) = 4tlb -a 4nu.N = 0. 
Clearly, the results continue to hold under a shift of origin of state space, from 
10 1 9 ,..., s} to {t, t+l,..., t +s}, so long as the structure of the 4, about the 
midpoint is analogous. 
A generalization i  a different direction is indicated by considering the original 
chain {Sn} with SU = a, where s = 2a, and putting Ti for the hitting time of the set 
{a=i,a+i},i=1,2 ,..., a (thus Ta is the ‘time to absorption’). Because the Markov 
chains {~Js)} and {*z (s)} have identical probability structure, and the sets 
{a -i, a + i} are symmetric about a, it follows that the joint distribution of Ti, 
i=l,2,..., a, conditional on absorption into k (k = 0, s) is independent of k. That 
is, the set (rI,. . . , Ta) is distributed independently of ST,. 
3. 
We may apply the preceding considerations to obtain Theorem 1 along the 
following lines. In the setting of that theorem, u -k and a + k may be taken as 
absorbing barriers. Since for arbitrary scalars tl, t2, . . . , tk, the functional &, tjq, is 
a linear combination of T1, . . . , Tk, it follows from the independence established at 
the conclusion of Section 2 that 
He 
iCZf_ l tpi + uSr 1 ,c } = E{e ivsTk}E{ei~S== I ‘iTi}. 
Now,foranycu, 1exc.k (if k>l) 
since the Markov property implies conditional independence offuture and past given 
the present; 
= E(E(eicaTu)E(ei E,*,u +l ‘i7i 1ST=)} 
again using the Samuels independence property; 
= E(e”ob)E(e i Cf-0 + t‘j7i). 
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Hence, ultimately, 





case of Brownian motion, an analogous approach in l-dimension, is to 
the structure of the appropriate Fokker-Planck equation, whose general 
af 




governing the evolution of the density f(x ; t) describing position at time ?* under 
appropriate initial and boundary conditions. In the case of Brownian motion with 
drift, the drift coefficient (Y(x)=Q~, and the diffusion coefficient @(x)=fl (>O) are 
constant. If we take the diffusion interval as [0, l] with both end-points absorbing, 
and consider the process conditional on absorption in 1, the resulting process on 
(0, l] is described by drift and diffusion coefficients which are respectively 
a(x) 41 +exPwdm = 
1 -exp{-(2ar/@)x ’ PW=8- * 
From this it is clear that both CY(X) and p(x) are invariant under change of sign in CL 
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